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BOOK REVIEWS
PRISONS AND THE PROCESS OF JUSTICE: THE REDUCTIONIST CHAL-
LENGE. By Andrew Rutherford. London: William Heinemann,
Ltd., 1984. Pp. x, 214. £ 16.00.
The burgeoning prison populations of the United States, Eng-
land, and other western democracies have in recent years attracted
the attention of policymakers, practitioners, and scholars. Virtually
constant growth in the "daily count," coupled with alarming fore-
casts, have created a very costly public policy dilemma for many
state and national governments. Why are we experiencing this run-
away inflation in our prison populations? Are correctional officials
and government policymakers simply responding to the increased
demand for prison beds, or could more proactive policy initiatives
be undertaken to defuse this crisis?
These questions and others are at the heart of Andrew Ruther-
ford's thoughtful analysis of the "relentless expansion" of these
prison systems and the implications of such expansion for the very
precepts of democratic society. Utilizing cross-national data, Ruth-
erford systematically documents this growth and provides evidence
that imprisonment has been a booming growth industry, resilient
enough to withstand even periods of economic stagnation. While
fiscal retrenchment has adversely affected such basic human services
as education, welfare, and medical care, many prison systems have
been immune to such budget cuts. Moreover, current master plans
for some prison systems call for continued dramatic growth over the
next two to three decades.
Rutherford argues, forcefully and persuasively, that prison
populations are not simply the inevitable product of the criminal
justice process. The commonplace observation that "supply"
(prison system capacity) is simply a response to "demand" (the
number of felonies or the conviction rate, for example) cannot sur-
vive in the wake of Rutherford's evidence. We have known for some
time, of course, that the crime rate and the imprisonment rate were
imperfectly correlated, if not statistically independent. Rutherford
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documents this fact cross-nationally, citing data from the United
States, England, and the Netherlands.
Having ruled out such a simplistic "supply and demand" expla-
nation of the growth of imprisonment in many nations, he then sys-
tematically considers, and rejects, three other "deterministic"
explanations: (1) that imprisonment is driven by unemployment; (2)
that imprisonment is a reciprocal of mental hospital capacity; and
(3) that imprisonment is controlled by a stable-state, self-regulating
process. Historical data presented by Rutherford refute each of
these explanatory perspectives.
How, then, are we to understand the phenomenal growth in re-
liance upon incarceration? Rutherford suggests that this "new gaol
fever" reflects policy choices made in the political arena and in the
domain of the criminal justice bureaucracy. Painting a picture of
imperialist expansion within the British prison system and in the
U.S. (especially in the state prison systems), Rutherford documents
in detail the ironic connection between crisis and growth in prison
systems; that is, the more crises of security and/or control exper-
ienced by the prison system, the more likely it is to extract addi-
tional resources from the government. Expansionist prison systems
appear to thrive on crisis. Once these resources have been cap-
tured, however, there is typically little improvement in the prison-
ers' living conditions. Instead, the vast majority of these new
resources are expended on staffing the prisons and on the adminis-
trative structures of the prison systems.
Rutherford argues that such empire-building is endemic in ex-
pansionist prison systems and is facilitated by the public view that
prisoners are "less eligible" for decent conditions than is the gen-
eral ("non-criminal") public. The result is what he characterizes as
"high-cost squalor," with the most overcrowded prison systems ra-
paciously extracting more and more resources, frequently embark-
ing on massive building programs including both new and
"replacement" prisons. These "replacement" prisons often supple-
ment, rather than dislodge, crumbling penal relics on both sides of
the Atlantic.
Penal confinement in such expansionist prison systems has
come to serve a variety of policy objectives; sometimes it serves no
coherent policy objective at all. In England, West Germany, and the
United States, for example, property offenders are often sentenced
to lengthy prison sentences along with violent criminals. Analysis of
prison commitments in England and in many American states
reveals that imprisonment is not always used as a last resort, as
political rhetoric and policy guidelines often proclaim. Rather,
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some policymakers and judicial officials clearly advocate incarcera-
tion for a wide range of offenses and offenders.
In some cases, as Rutherford notes, the avowed policy objec-
tives cited by proponents of expansionist systems are actually based
on contradictory assumptions. For example, it is commonplace to
hear "law and order" proponents argue that imprisonment serves
the goals of general deterrence and incapacitation. The general de-
terrence rationale, however, is based on the assumption that the
supply of offenders in society is elastic, while the incapacitation ob-
jective assumes an inelastic, or fixed supply of criminals to be
contained.
Such contradictory and confused rationales for the use of im-
prisonment have exacerbated the overcrowding problem. More-
over, the indiscriminate use of imprisonment, coupled with its
increasingly ready availability in expansionist systems, pose signifi-
cant threats to freedom and to the basic tenets of democratic socie-
ties. The widespread discretion available to police, prosecutors,
judges, parole boards, and other criminal justice officials ensures
some degree of unfairness, discrimination, and error. Democratic
societies must guard against the use of expanded prison capacity for
purposes of political repression, as is common in South Africa and
the Soviet Union, for example.
Rutherford asserts that we need not accept the relentless ex-
pansion of prison systems. He is not, however, an abolitionist.
Instead, Rutherford argues for what might be termed a "radical re-
ductionist" policy ("radical" in the sense that he calls for very signif-
icant reductions in prison populations). To buttress his prescription
for a reductionist policy, he presents three case studies of prison
systems in which substantial reductions in prison populations were
achieved and sustained for significant periods of time: England
(1908-1938); Japan (1950-1975); and the Netherlands (1950-1975).
Analysis of these three case studies reveals that the success of
reductionist policy in each of the three nations was based on two
important factors: (1) a profound skepticism among key decision-
makers concerning the benefits of large-scale imprisonment, and (2)
the use of official discretion (the increasing use of prosecutorial dis-
missals in the Netherlands andJapan; the increasing use of non-cus-
todial sentences by the courts in England) to move away from
reliance on custody. InJapan and the Netherlands, there also exists
strong disapproval of overcrowding in prisons. In fact, the Nether-
lands has had a statutory prohibition on double-celling since 1950.
The case studies are instructive in many ways. For example, the
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data presented by Rutherford demonstrate that in Japan, prison ca-
pacity has remained rather constant since 1945 (189 prisons with a
capacity of about 60,000). Since 1970, as a result of public policy
choices, the Japanese prison system has operated with an excess capac-
ity of about 20 percent! These data should provide a challenge for
those who argue that prison population size is mechanistically tied
to prison capacity. Clearly, such policy choices constitute important
intervening variables which do not fit easily into most existing fore-
casting procedures.
The importance of policy initiatives undertaken by key leaders,
such as (then) Home Secretary Winston Churchill in 1910-1911,
coupled with the human decision-making of actors in the criminal
justice process, cannot be underestimated and may at times explain
more of the variance than most of the widely-utilized quantitative
variables found in some forecasting models. This is not to suggest,
however, that such models are without utility. On the contrary, I
would argue that forecasting models are only as good as the as-
sumptions and data on which they are based. If a clearer under-
standing of policy initiatives and their implementation can be
effected, there is no logical reason why reasonably accurate models
could not be developed and utilized very successfully. Indeed, such
models offer tremendous utility as a policy and management tool.
As Rutherford observes, however, multiple scenario forecasts which
take into account the realities of the political process and acknowl-
edge the importance of policy choices often are disliked by expan-
sionist prison system managers precisely because they reveal the non-
mechanistic dynamics of the system.
Based on these three case studies and other successful reduc-
tionist policy initiatives, Rutherford formulates a reductionist policy
agenda consisting of nine key points:
(1) substantial reduction in the physical capacity of prison systems;
(2) precise and enforceable minimum standards concerning the
physical conditions of imprisonment;
(3) determination and implementation of an optimal staff-to-pris-
oner ratio;
(4) development and increased utilization of early release mecha-
nisms to avoid overcrowding;
(5) development and utilization of "waiting list" and "call-up" pro-
cedures whereby certain categories of offenders sentenced to prison
report only when space becomes available;




(7) sparing use of imprisonment for violators of non-custodial
sanctions;
(8) a wider range of non-imprisonable offenses, including certain
categories of theft; and
(9) reduction in the scope of criminal law.
Rutherford advocates the establishment of numerical targets
for evaluating the success of reductionist policy initiatives. And
when one examines his targets, one gets the impression that he is
indeed a radical reductionist! For example, the British Home Office
forecasts a prison population in England of about 52,000 by the
year 1989-a rate of 110 prisoners/100,000 citizens. This is ap-
proximately the rate which existed in 1878 when the English prison
system was formally established. This Home Office forecast is ac-
companied by the usual statements calling for increased expendi-
tures for this expanded system. The Chief Inspector of Prisons,
however, has called for a target population of 37,000 (a 14 percent
reduction from the 1981 population), and the professional associa-
tion of prison governors has recommended a target population of
32,000 (a 25 percent reduction from the 1981 figure). Rutherford
goes even further. He calls for a target population of 22,000 (which
would yield an incarceration rate of about 35/100,000! He believes
that such a target could be achieved if his reductionist policy pre-
scriptions were followed.
Some readers will regard Rutherford's numerical target as ab-
surd. I do not. The attainment of such significant reductions in the
populations of expansionist prison systems will, in my judgment, in-
evitably depend upon even broader social policy initiatives. Once
more, we are confronted by the realization that criminal justice with-
out social justice is impossible.
Analysis of the prison populations of most nations, and cer-
tainly the United States, reveals that prisoners are not drawn from
the socioeconomic mainstream of society. Instead, they generally
represent the lower socioeconomic stratum. Most of them are poor,
lack marketable job skills (some would consider them "surplus la-
bor"- essentially redundant in highly advanced, post-industrial so-
cieties), have experienced consistent failure in life, increasingly
suffer from drug and/or alcohol abuse, and feel a great deal of de-
spair and hopelessness. It would indeed represent a social policy
triumph to keep them out of prison, because next to capital punish-
ment, imprisonment is the most intrusive punishment that can be
imposed by democratic governments. But this is not likely to hap-
pen without significant redirection of broader social and economic
policies. Rutherford fully appreciates the importance of broader so-
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cial justice goals, but he indicates that such considerations are be-
yond the scope of this book. The linkage, then, between
Rutherford's reductionist policy agenda and broader social policy
reforms represents a major challenge confronting democracies.
As with any cross-national research, Rutherford's study is nec-
essarily uneven in places, since he has more data and familiarity with
some nations and their prison systems than with others. Japan, for
example, receives less coverage in the book than do England and
the Netherlands, and there are omissions of some important, policy-
relevant variables such as citizen review of prosecutorial decisions in
Japan. American scholars and policymakers will be troubled by dis-
cussions which combine jail and prison populations without proper
attention to the associated intergovernmental issues, differences in
prisoner profiles, and other important distinctions. Also, those who
believe that demography plays an important role in crime and pun-
ishment will be struck by the fact that two of Rutherford's three case
studies of successful reductionist policy (Japan and the Nether-
lands), as well as Minnesota's "standstill" approach via sentencing
guidelines, all occurred in jurisdictions characterized by much more
cultural homogeneity than is to be found in most of the United
States and other pluralistic societies.
It is risky at best to propose policy initiatives for more than one
nation or prison system, since the variables which impinge upon
them are disparate and extremely complex. This is evident, for ex-
ample, in Rutherford's discussion of his nine-point reductionist pol-
icy agenda, which focuses primarily on the English prison system,
though he claims it is generally applicable to "expansionist systems
elsewhere from Scotland to Texas" (p. 175). He therefore quite
properly concentrates that particular discussion on the prison sys-
tem and society with which he is most familiar.
For me, the lesson to be drawn from this scholarly, provocative,
and well-written book is at once both existential and structural; that
is, criminal justice policy and planning must be predicated on a
healthy respect for the power of human decision-making and the use
of discretion. We need not accept purely mechanistic explanations
of the growth of imprisonment. Moreover, as concerned citizens of
democratic societies, we should not resign ourselves to the inevita-
ble growth of prison systems.
I recently had a conversation with a planner for a large state
prison system. I asked him if the mathematical forecasting model
that had been cited in support of massive prison expansion had ade-
quately considered the realities of an aging population and a declin-
ing crime rate. After all, I pointed out, many schools were being
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rented or even sold. Was it not possible that prisons could be over-
built? And if so, what use might be made of the excess capacity?
His answer, in part, was that while it is true that the aggregate popu-
lation of his state is aging, that portion of the population which pro-
vides most of the prisoners (the poor, especially blacks) has higher
fertility rates; thus, he assured me, there would be no decline in the
future "pool" of offenders sentenced to prison. As a planner for the
prison system, he is probably correct. As a society, however, we
should be deeply troubled by the mechanistic, self-fulfilling nature
of such "planning assumptions." Rather than continue building
cells to fit the predictive model, should we not target more of our
resources toward the formulation and implementation of broad so-
cial and economic reforms?
For those of us who are interested in understanding some of
the important dynamics of expansionist prison systems and seeking
to control their cancerous growth, Rutherford's book offers a useful
roadmap to help us reach that destination. That roadmap will only
be useful, however, if we can find the courage and leadership to be-
gin the journey by addressing fundamental issues of social justice.
C. RONALD HUFF
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM FOR THE STUDY
OF CRIME AND DELINQUENCY
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
A CAPACITY TO PUNISH. By Henry N. Pontell. Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1984. Pp. xii, 140. $17.50.
The assumption that crime rates have a simple unidirectional
relationship to the severity, certainty, and celerity of punishment
has been increasingly questioned in recent years. Indeed, it has
been proposed that the volume of crime also affects the sanctioning
capabilities of social control agencies. In A Capacity to Punish, Henry
Pontell offers an important theoretical framework for the considera-
tion of this question by proposing that crime rates are only one of
several environmental contingencies to which social control agen-
cies must adapt their operations. In addition to crime, Pontell also
focuses on relationships within and among these agencies and the
absolute and relative amount of resources that have been allocated
to them.
The central component of his framework is the notion of system
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capacity, i.e., "the willingness and ability of the criminal justice sys-
tem to enforce laws and mete out punishment" (p. 33). The pri-
mary emphasis is on "ability," for, as Pontell argues (Chapter 2), it
is often the case that such contingencies make it very difficult for
these agencies to generate sanctions that can instill a fear of punish-
ment. For example, crime may "overburden existing criminal jus-
tice machinery and thus lower its capacity to generate and
administer sanctions" (p. 25). Therefore, the assumed causal model
of deterrence theory may be seriously incomplete. In fact, Pontell
implies that sanctions may not affect the likelihood of crime nearly
as much as crime (and other contingencies within the criminal jus-
tice system) affects the ability to sanction.
In an analysis of data reflecting the demographic and criminal
justice characteristics of California counties between 1966 and
1974, Pontell presents a series of findings that appear to support his
argument. For example, the sanctioning patterns of these counties
are shown to be strongly related to the ratio of police to prosecutor
resources and to the number of dispositions made per prosecuting
personnel, but only weakly related to the types of crime with which
they are likely to come into contact (Table 5). Yet, despite the
proliferation of many such interesting findings in the book, there
are some important problems that seriously detract from the impact
of his analysis.
First, in his discussion of deterence theory, Pontell states that
"[r]esearch on this topic has been limited largely to the study of
aggregate data. . . due to the absence of individual data on crimi-
nal activities, perceptions of sanctions and availability of alternatives
to crime" (p. 23). This should come as quite a surprise to the likes
of Grasmick, Minor, Paternoster, Tittle and others who have de-
voted a great deal of time to these issues. While Pontell later notes
that such work exists, he argues that it can tell us very little about
the processes of general deterrence. He is certainly correct to the
extent that such research has not examined the issues of resource
allocation that are central to his model. Yet the growing concern
with "experimental" effects and the differentiation between risks
concerning oneself as opposed to risks concerning others are inti-
mately connected with the processes of general deterrence consid-
ered in his model. I feel that he would have benefitted from at least
a consideration of the findings of such studies.
Second, I do not find the empirical support of his argument to
be especially compelling. The first problem is inherent to the study
design. Although Pontell draws his data from the fifty-eight coun-
ties of California, his primary analysis (Chapter 7) is based on a
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much smaller subset. I could not find any explanation for the miss-
ing counties. Thus, although he argues that the findings for Califor-
nia are generalizable to the rest of the country, I continually
wondered how representative the counties in the analysis were of
California itself.
The study design is also problematic in terms of the operation-
alization of several of the key variables. For example, "equality,"
which plays an important role in his analysis, is measured by the
percent black in the county. He justifies this in terms of past re-
search that has shown that the relative size of minority populations
is a robust indicator of economic inequality (p. 128). Yet, it is only
an indirect measure and it should have been possible for Pontell to
draw from census materials to create a measure with a stronger de-
gree of face validity. It appears that even Pontell is somewhat un-
easy with equating the two terms, for he continually reminds the
reader that equality really means black composition. In addition,
the percent black as used in his analysis is problematic even as a
measure of racial heterogeneity. At both its lower (0 percent) and
highest (100 percent) levels, the counties are totally homogenous;
only at the midpoint of 50 percent is there a maximal level of racial
heterogeneity. Nevertheless, Pontell uses this measure in a linear
fashion so that if a county were 100 percent black it would be con-
sidered to be most heterogenous.
Equally problematic are his measures of the resources available
to social control agencies. By creating ratios of the monetary re-
sources allocated to different agencies, he implies that a dollar spent
by one agency in crime control is equal to a dollar spent by other
agents of social control. It is possible that the costs in-
volved in the apprehension of one suspect are much different than
the costs inolved in processing that suspect. Thus, although there
may be an overall resource imbalance in terms of allocations, the
implications of this balance in the analysis of caseload pressure are
not clear.
Finally, and most critically, a test of Pontell's position abso-
lutely requires a dynamic, longitudinal analysis that decomposes the
mutual effects between levels of crime and the sanctioning capacities
of criminal justice agencies. However, he never attempts to untan-
gle these reciprocal influences, and bases his analysis only on corre-
lations computed for 1970. This is extremely disconcerting, for the
data that he has at his disposal are ideally suited for such an analysis.
In addition, even in his cross-sectional analysis, he never considers
the mutual effects of more than two or three variables at a time. To
some extent, as he argues, he is forced to use such an approach due
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to the limited number of cases at his disposal. Nevertheless, it re-
sults in an unconvincing analysis that is at best suggestive of issues
that should be examined more intensively in the future.
In sum, I feel the theoretical framework proposed by Pontell
has a great deal of promise and could provide important insights
into a very complex set of issues. Unfortunately, his analysis does
not do justice to this potential.
ROBERT J. BURSIK, JR.
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
DURKHEIM AND THE LAW. By Steven Lukes and Andrew Scull. New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1983. Pp. 241. $29.95.
Durkheim and the Law represents a collection of translated essays
on Durkheim and his analysis of law. The traditional concepts de-
veloped by Durkheim are articulated throughout the volume (e.g.,
"conscience collective," "social solidarity"). Of greatest value, how-
ever, is how the editors are able to place Durkheim's writings into a
coherent order, expressing the entire Durkheimian position of law
in the context of a social world.
It is the reliance of law as an expression of social interaction
among individuals which makes Durkheim's views so important to
the sociology of law. As noted by the editors, however, there are
many areas in which Durkheim's analyses fall quite short; particu-
larly his somewhat limited understanding of the role of power in
politically and economically advanced societies, such as those socie-
ties in much of the Western World.
As a result, that which Durkheim expresses as the "conscience
collective" may be only the expression of those in positions of polit-
ical and/or economic power. Many important works have expressed
this theme, such as C. Wright Mills' The Power Elite,' Ralph Mili-
band's The State in Capitalist Society,2 and William Chambliss and Rob-
ert Seidman's, Law, Order, and Power.3 Even the editors concur that
power and its distribution are crucial to an understanding of the
role of law in society:
Law, after all, is one of the focal points of conflict and struggle in mod-
1 C. WRIGHT MILLS, THE POWER ELITE (1956).
2 R. MILIBAND, THE STATE IN CAPITALIST SOCIETY (1969).
3 W. CHAMBLISS & R. SEIDMAN, LAW, ORDER, AND POWER (1982).
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ern societies, a major means by which power is legitimized, and the
form in which coercion is most routinely exercised. Durkheim's insis-
tence on viewing law and its associated penal systems as straightfor-
ward expressions of a unitary 'conscience collective' effectively
precludes any serious attempt to grapple with these issues (p. 24).
Moreover, this construct of power and its role in the develop-
ment of law is crucial to a critique of Durkheim's understanding of
the progression of law from societies resembling "mechanical soli-
darity" to those exhibiting "organic solidarity." Under the
Durkheimian approach, as societies develop from less primitive to
more complex they become less "repressive" and more
"restitutory" in their form and substance. In effect, at least in rela-
tion to penal sanctions, we find the more complex societies employ-
ing less repressive means in the control of criminals. Again, Lukes
and Scull are correct in asserting that this is not empirically correct.
In fact, the converse may be more accurate, at least if we were to
examine the financial and human costs incurred from our present
system of punishment, not to mention what economists refer to as
"opportunity costs," or lost potential benefits to society. In short,
as societies develop socially, politically, and economically, the law
may become more severe and repressive.
This is what, in part, creates conflict among the various groups
in society, as law becomes not necessarily the representation of so-
cial solidarity, but more so the representation of the interests of
those who can influence the direction of the law to their own per-
sonal and/or group benefit. Punishment and penal law, therefore,
become instrumental expressions of not an amorphous collective,
but more accurately, of those who are in political, economic, and
social positions of power.
While the editors recognize this to be a flaw in Durkheim's
thought, they do not provide enough of their own understanding of
the creation of law as a "dialectical process."'4 It is understood that
the book's primary task is to present a collection of essays on Durk-
heim's views on the law; nevertheless, it would have been interesting
if the editors presented more analysis of the complex interface be-
tween the state and competing social groups in society. This would
have done more of a service in bringing Durkheim's position on the
"evolution of law" in tune with more modem thinking, and at the
same time, it would have shown the lasting contribution of Durk-
heim's works to the sociology of law.
Finally, Lukes and Scull should have examined and incorpo-
4 W. CHAMBLISS & R. SEIDMAN, supra note 3, at 309-16.
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rated more thoroughly the break Durkheim had with the "individu-
alistic" theories of the past (e.g., social contract theorists,
utilitarians) and how the law functioned, both formally and infor-
mally, as a "social fact" outside the control of individual members of
society.5 It was this intellectual shift which prompted Durkheim and
other theorists to critically analyze the foundations of law. From a
historical point of view, this material would have clarified and shown
the importance of Durkheim's views on the law. In essence, there-
fore, law is a social expression rather than an individual contract
between members of society and society as a whole. The key ques-
tion becomes for whom? Whose ideas are expressed through the
vehicle of the law and why?
On the whole, this book represents a valuable contribution to
our existing body of knowledge, and specifically how Durkheim
viewed the law. The comments provided do not diminish Durk-
heim's importance to the sociology of law, nor do they reflect on the
quality of work presented by Lukes and Scull. Their work is a first
rate job, and it enables one to fully appreciate the advances Durk-
heim made to sociology. The editors have added to this body of




JURIES ON TRIAL: FACES OF AMERICAN JUSTICE. By Paula DiPerna.
New York: Dembner Books, 1984. Pp. viii, 248. $17.50 (cloth).
A social scientist may turn a personal experience into a valuable
research project, book or journal article. This ability to see events
in their larger perspective is a great asset. Ajournalist who capital-
izes on an experience and turns it into an important book or article
should also be received with enthusiasm. Ms. Paula DiPerna has
reached that goal.
Her book, Juries on Trial: Faces of American Justice is an excellent
example of how a journalist can help the social scientist understand
an important and confusing social issue. Juries on Trial is a well-
researched, well-written book which not only weaves together em-
pirical and theoretical research, but moves beyond the printed
5 See, e.g., I. TAYLOR, P. WALTON &J. YOUNG, THE NEW CRIMINOLOGY: FOR A SOCIAL
THEORY OF DEVIANCE (1973).
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word. Ms. DiPerna also reports on interviews with many of the re-
searchers. In fact, the real strength of this volume is in the integra-
tion of multiple sources of data. As a good researcher, or
investigative journalist, she has become familiar with the issues, the
actors and the important trials.
Juries on Trial was born out of Ms. DiPerna's experience as a
potential juror. She was called for jury duty, not selected to serve,
but followed the case from initial voir dire to its verdict. The case
involved a complicated child pornography charge which included
legal, moral and ethical issues. The Wyman-D'Arazzio case was
used as an example to identify many of the problems with juries and
jury management. Most aspects of the jury are investigated and dis-
sected. The history of the jury, its structure and process are the
parameters in which the author works. Specific questions include
how juries are selected, are they a fair mix?, the relationship be-
tween behavioral science research and the jury, and the all-impor-
tant peremptory challenge. This material is certainly available in
other volumes, and others have prepared better reference sections
and better citations. Most of these other volumes, however, are
written in a style to which we have become accustomed, but never-
theless are somewhat painful to read.
Juries on Trial is fun to read and provides us with a view from
one who is not immersed in social science language. In the follow-
ing quote, Ms. DiPerna describes the jury after one day of trial:
As they walked down the hall, I heard their silence longing to
burst into conversation. Yet against the wholly understandable human
urge to say what they thought after days of being questioned and a full
day of listening to very convincing but opposing interpretations of the
same events, the jurors now were sealed like Mason jars (p. 20).
There are many themes running through Juries on Trial. Re-
search findings are synthesized, attorneys' views are explained, and
the realities of jury decision-making are emphasized. One of the
most constant themes, however, is that regardless of research find-
ings, facts, attitudes and trends, it is the exception that the public
cares about. Exceptions make news; exceptions are remembered.
The chapter on peremptory challenges is the most timely and
perhaps most controversial chapter. How attorneys choose to
spend their scarce objections is a good indication of how they view
their cases and show their own biases. The history of the peremp-
tory challenge is traced to show how we have arrived at its current
use and abuse. A good indication of the importance of jury selec-
tion and obtaining the correct mix of jurors comes from an inter-
view with a juror in a civil case which had an all-white jury, a sheriff-
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defendant and 48 black plaintiffs. After the trial one of the jurors
reported: "I realized how much of the decisions are affected by the
lawyers that are handling the case and their expertise is probably
more important than the actual facts"(p. 170). Other, better-known
cases are cited as examples of what is thetorically referred to as
sanctioned abuse. Insight is gained from personal interviews. Ju-
rors are questioned, judges are questioned, attorneys are ques-
tioned, and as a result, the whole system of peremptory challenges is
questioned.
One case which drew considerable attention in both the media
and this book, was that of Arthur McDuffie. It was the acquittal of
his police-officer killers by an all-white jury that started the 1980
Miami riots. The questions linger: "Would an all-black jury have
gone ahead and convicted the wrong men in a thirst for vengeance?
Would a racially mixed jury have decided the same way?" (p. 180).
A hidden question asks whether the riots would have taken place
had a black been on the jury. Unfortunately, this book must have
gone to press prior to the trial of officer Luis Alvarez, who was ac-
quitted by an all-white jury of shooting and killing a young black in
Miami. The acquittal also triggered three days of violence. The
same questions could be asked of this and many other trials with
juries that were ethnically structured by peremptory challenges.
Juries on Trial provides the novice with a fascinating view of the
jury system. It also provides the expert with an easy reading refor-
mulation of many age-old problems. In either case, it is a treatise
worth reading. Ms. DiPerna's style is refreshing and a joy to read.
She makes her points without the drudgery of social science or legal
rhetoric and gives the study of the jury new life.
Geoffrey P. Alpert
Director, Center for the Study of Law and Society
University of Miami
Coral Gables, Florida
NATIONS NOT OBSESSED WITH CRIME. By Freda Adler. Littleton, Col-
orado: Fred B. Rothman & Co., 1983. Pp. xx, 204. $27.50.
In Nations Not Obsessed with Crime, Freda Adler presents informa-
tion on the social control mechanisms of ten countries with rela-
tively low crime rates. Two nations from each of five "culturally
more or less homogeneous" regions of the world- Western Euro-
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pean, European Socialist, Latin American, Islamic, Asian, and Pa-
cific-were selected for review on the basis of their "significantly
lower rates of crime (as ascertained principally by arrest rates) than
all countries of the same region, aggregated"(p. 3). The interpreta-
tion of such low arrest rates as indicative of low crime rates was cor-
roborated, "above all, by a process of informal peer-group
evaluations within regions"(p. 3).
By the end of the first chapter, after "running correlations on
each of the forty-seven independent variables with the dependent
variable-arrest rates per 100,000 population" (p. 9), Dr. Adler con-
cludes "that the available 'hard' data produced little in the way of
meaningful information" on the relationship between socio-eco-
nomic and cultural indicators and crime rates (p. 11). The follow-
ing ten chapters are profiles of the countries under study in terms of
their informal social control mechanisms (e.g., "family and kinship
groups, village and neighborhood communities, production com-
munities, voluntary community organizations, political units, and
religious organizations" (p. 12)) and their formal criminal justice
systems. After a summary of material provided in the profiles (p.
117), the final chapter is devoted to a review of select criminological
theories. Dr. Adler's presentation ranges from the influence of Dar-
winism and evolutionary theory on early thinkers, through Durk-
heim to the Chicago School, then from control theory back to
anomie and, finally, to the opposite of anomie-for which she uses
the term "synnomie" (p. 157). "This concept is meant to describe
the state of sharing of norms or customs and, beyond that, a system
of intact social controls capable of assuring such a sharing" (p.
157). Nations Not Obsessed with Crime ends with the suggestion "that
the phenomenon of crime can be understood better within the jux-
taposition of anomie and synnomie as the extreme ends on a contin-
uum within which the other theoretical schools can be found" (p.
158).
It is on theoretical grounds that this work proves less than satis-
fying. In his preface, Thorsten Sellin indicates that Dr. Adler "dis-
covered that social solidarity, which Durkheim referred to in his
great work on the division of labor, is the essential feature of the
society of the countries with low crime rates. For this condition, she
coins the felicitous name synnomie" (p. xviii). Certainly, "syn-
nomie" is a pleasant enough, and may even be an apt, term for
describing social conditions opposite to those of anomie. Coinage
of the term alone, however,-and that is as far as Dr. Adler pursues
the notion (a total of two-the last two- paragraphs is spent on the
concept of synnomie)-does not constitute "a new approach to
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criminological theory," as the publisher's fliers would have us be-
lieve. There is neither an attempt to integrate the descriptions of
social control systems with the concept of synnomie, nor even an
example of how one might apply the concept to the material pro-
vided. Also absent from this work is a very basic recognition that
theories that provide answers to the question of why people commit
crimes (anomie theories here) also imply answers to the opposite
question of why people do not commit crimes. Professional readers
will find nothing new in Dr. Adler's description of the theoretical
basis for understanding the relationships among norm consensus,
personal and social controls, and crime rates.
Methodologically, Nations Not Obsessed with Crime amounts to a
series of ten case studies. Judicial philosophies seem to be offered
as prima facie evidence of judicial realities. On the basis of criminal
codes and procedures, as well as promotional literature, Dr. Adler
makes such statements as, "The success of the system [in the Ger-
man Democratic Republic] in controlling crime is, indeed, attrib-
uted to the extraordinarily large role which the population in
general plays in the administration of justice" (p. 50). It is unclear
whether or not Dr. Adler is suggesting that what she found in writ-
ten records-particularly, perhaps, those describing the consensus-
based, participatory nature of criminal justice systems-is, in fact,
accurate in terms of the citizens' experience in those nations. In
addition, on the few occasions in which "hard" data are offered to
substantiate a point, there may be a switch in the indicators of crime
rates (e.g., from arrest to conviction rates (p. 44) or relative statistics
(e.g., percentages) may be presented without a baseline figure
specified.
Finally, the lack of comparative data, both within regions and
between low and high crime rate countries, diminishes the potency
of Dr. Adler's observations. This lack of data is problematic on at
least two counts. First, one of the countries selected on the basis of
lower than average crime rates, Bulgaria, actually shows an arrest
rate higher than the area mean (p. 163). The explanation in the
footnote leaves the reader wondering why a different selection pro-
cess (e.g., rank-ordering within region) or set of criteria was not
used. Second, Dr. Adler refers to a study in progress on high crime
rate countries and suggests that "the theoretical profile [from
"quantified socio-economic data"] probably does not describe many
of the high crime rate countries realistically, nor does it meaning-
fully contrast them with the low crime rate countries. The two types
do not appear to be all that different from one another" (p. 11).
I, for one, remain unconvinced that an examination of the law
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books, penal philosophies, and family structures of countries with
relatively high crime rates, such as the United States, would not also
result in a description of those nations as synnomic.
Nations Not Obsessed with Crime is a descriptive treatment of a
difficult topic-why crime rates vary across given populations. Con-
trary to what is implied in the prologue, the content has little to do
with fear of crime and much less with the possibility "of an America
that can shed its obsession with crime" (p. xx). The historical de-
scriptions of the criminal codes and procedures of the ten countries
included here, however, are a step toward developing a comparative
basis for criminological research. It is toward that end that I would
recommend reading Nations Not Obsessed with Crime.
DETrIA M. PHILLIPS, PH.D.
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
ROANOKE COLLEGE
WHY DELINQUENCY? By Maurice Cusson, translated by Dorothy R.
Crelinsten. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983. Pp.
x, 193. $20.00 (cloth), $8.95 (paper).
Strategic analysis is Cusson's approach to the etiological ques-
tion in criminology. His answer to the question is that "delinquent
behaviour can be explained using a model of rational man further-
ing his interests and trying to achieve this goal by the most efficient
means" (p. 10). Cusson's rational human being, however, is not the
cold calculator of economics, but a stumbler who is limited in his or
her choices by less than fully clear objectives, outside circumstances,
and incomplete information. Struggling with such constraints, the
partially free and future-oriented delinquent seeks the goals of ac-
tion, appropriation, aggression, or domination. More vividly, "the
offence seems to be one means of realizing what most of us are look-
ing for: excitement, possessions, power, and the defence of essential
interests"(p. 10). The first half of Why Delinquency? fills in this out-
line regarding the answer to the question, "[w]hat makes delin-
quency an agreeable, profitable, useful, or necessary type of
behaviour?" (p. 4). Cusson claims that this part of etiological in-
quiry has been neglected or unduly rejected in past work.
In the second half of the book, Cusson addresses the more
traditional issues of which psychological and sociological factors are
sources of delinquency. He considers such matters to comprise the
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second core etiological question in criminology. This analysis is
necessary because the depiction of delinquents as goal-choosing in-
dividuals is an incomplete explanation; many teenagers are attracted
to the wiles delinquent activity has to offer, but not all actually turn
to delinquency. In his discussion of delinquents and school, work,
parents, and peers, Cusson shows that the teens who opt for crime
are the ones with problems in these areas, especially the problems
of a present-centered time perspective and inadequate parents, a
view which he draws from recent delinquency research.
In judging Cusson's effort, it seems appropriate to use the
frame of reference he adopts in examining delinquency: Does the
book achieve the author's desired results? The answer is affirmative
in that Cusson does present a portrait of delinquency which shows
the payoffs or functions of delinquency for the delinquent and inte-
grates much of the current literature on what is known about youth
crime in terms of time orientation, school, work, and peers. The
answer is also positive in that Cusson offers a description of delin-
quency that goes well beyond mechanistic determinism to the view-
point of limited freedom, much akin to Glaser's differential
anticipation theory, Matza's notions of drift and becoming, and the
neo-classicial view of human action. Thus, Cusson rejects what
Louch has labeled an engineering approach to the study of human
behavior in favor of "appraisal, detailed description, reflection, and
rhetoric" about "the propriety, felicity, rationality, or success of
human actions." '
What seems lacking in Why Delinquency? is an indication that the
delinquent and his or her parents are not the only problems. Per-
haps this criticism is unfair since Cusson has written another vol-
ume 2 solely about control theory which addresses what the author
considers the third aspect of the causal question: the breakdown of
inhibitions curbing antisocial tendencies. Standing alone, however,
this volume leaves the reader with the attitude of television evange-
lists who preach the gospel of positive thought and the human po-
tential movement; that is, the book implies that the solution for
delinquency is for the bemired adolescent to have his or her own
personal metanoia. More completely, Cusson points the causal fin-
ger of blame at parents: "If on his arrival at school the future delin-
quent has no objective and no motivation, it is generally the fault of
the parents" (p. 110). The important question is whether this is ac-
curate causal analysis or whether it is merely victim blaming. If par-
I A.R. LoUCH, EXPLANATION AND HUMAN ACTION 235 (1969).
2 M. CUSSON, LE CONTR6IE SOCIAL DU CRIME (n.d.).
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ents indeed are at fault, how did they get that way and what can be
done to improve the problem? By itself, Why Delinquency? implies
that parents in Harlem and parents in Scarsdale are equally capable
of raising children who will come to the classroom with appropriate
skills and motivation. If structural problems such as unemployment,
the vestiges of discrimination, decaying core cities, and unequal
school budgets are also important, there is no mention of such is-
sues here. One does not have to be a radical criminologist to argue
that such factors have a great deal to do with delinquency. Empey,
for example, has noted that the problems of underclass children
"are rooted in economic and political structures which themselves
require change." 3
Before concluding, a few notes must be made. First, this book
is a translation; the English version is very well-written, but the re-
viewer is not qualified to judge what, if anything, was lost in the
translation. Second, in addition to American sources, the book cites
French and Canadian research with which American readers may
not be familiar, but the studies cited seem to indicate conclusions
quite similar to those of American delinquency research. Third,
Cusson is not hesitant to utilize qualitative data such as oral ac-
counts from individual criminals, as well as quantitative self-report
questionnaire information to support his contentions.
Cusson's book is refreshing because it is not another refrain of
the same old songs of Merton, Sutherland, and other stars of yester-
year. Clearly, Why Delinquency? is not, and was not intended to be, an
examination of all criminological theories precisely because most of
the traditional theories only address part of the causal problem. In-
stead, Cusson offers a lucid description of the delinquent that fits
the literature. If his companion volume-or a future volume-fills
in the social structural gaps mentioned above, delinquency theory
may have the imaginative tour de force it allegedly lacked in the
1970s. Why Delinquency? would be useful for graduate or upper divi-
sion students in criminology and for anyone interested in a delin-
quency theory which takes a perspective of human action that is
truly human.
JOHN T. WHrrEHEAD
DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA AT BIRMINGHAM
3 L. EMPEY, AMERICAN DELINQUENCY: ITS MEANING AND CONSTRUCTION 299 (1978).
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CHILDREN AND JUSTICE: DECISION-MAKING IN CHILDREN'S HEARINGS
AND JUVENILE COURTS. By Stewart Asquith. Edinburgh: Edin-
burgh University Press, 1983. Pp. vii, 258. $25.00 (cloth),
$17.50 (paper).
Caught in the conflict between two powerful and incompatible
philosophies of juvenile justice, the juvenile court has become a
continual source of frustration and a frequent object of reform. His-
torically embodying the doctrine of parens patriae, concern over ex-
cessive encroachment into the lives of a vulnerable segment of
society as well as concern for public safety have fostered a shift in
focus from a welfare perspective to one of justice and due process
from which demands are made for individual responsibility for law
violations. For some an unwanted stepchild of the criminal justice
system, the juvenile court's very existence underscores our inability
to arrive at some degree of consensus regarding the goals decision-
makers are to achieve, the ideologies of crime and delinquency un-
derlying those goals, and the importance given to interests of indi-
viduals relative to those of the state.
Stewart Asquith, in his book Children and Justice, expresses con-
cern that attempts to patch up widening cracks in the juvenile justice
system divert our attention from the social and economic inequities
in Western society which contribute to the problems of crime and
delinquency. Attention is continually drawn to the behaviors and
lifestyles of individuals with the expectation that public officials will
respond either with punishment or with some form of rehabilitation.
What Asquith attempts to demonstrate is that structural compo-
nents of the juvenile court, including those resulting from recent
reforms, largely determine the frames of reference that court deci-
sion-makers apply to cases coming before them.
The aim of the empirical study which occupies half of this book
is to analyze and explain differences in implementation of welfare-
oriented policies in the juvenile courts of England and Scotland. By
studying the decisions of magistrates in England's juvenile courts
and panel members in Scotland's children's hearings, Asquith be-
lieved it was possible to compare the extent to which a welfare
"frame of relevance" affected dispositions being made, the types of
deterministic assumptions used, and the form and content of inter-
actions which occurred during the two types of hearings.
Not only did Asquith find that panel members in Scotland
placed more emphasis on welfare concerns than did judicial magis-
trates in England, he also found that ideological perspectives which
had the greatest impact on dispositions were of a psychodynamic
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nature. He attributes this latter finding to the impact of social work
on the children's hearings. The welfare emphasis, however, ap-
peared to be an outgrowth of the informal structure of the chil-
dren's hearings and the absence of an adjudicatory role in these
proceedings. Judicial magistrates in England, on the other hand, as
a consequence of their legal training, their role as adjudicators, and
their participation in the criminal courts, were more disposed to a
justice perspective and placed greater emphasis on issues of
accountability.
The policy implementation issues Asquith addresses are timely
and useful because it has long been assumed that personal philoso-
phies of decision-makers are largely responsible for the patterns of
decisions observed. What has not been as clearly addressed in pre-
vious research, however, is the role structural components of the
decision-making environment play in fostering particular philosoph-
ical views and in determining the ways in which information is se-
lected and interpreted by decision-makers. In three exceptionally
thorough and concise chapters, Asquith lays the groundwork for ex-
amining the possible perspectives his panel members and magis-
trates adopt when deciding the fates of young offenders. The
inadequacy of his empirical study, however, causes one to question
the conclusions he then draws.
Three methods are used to analyze the content and process of
decision-making in the juvenile courts of England and the children's
hearings of Scotland: five vignettes were presented to decision-mak-
ers in order to tap the variety of views represented, actual cases
were analyzed by means of checklists completed by panel members
and magistrates, and the hearing process was analyzed using an in-
teraction schedule. While the process focus of this research is to be
commended, data were obtained from only one administrative area
in each country, and very few cases were analyzed in either country.
It is clear from comments made by Asquith injustifying his sampling
methods that the administrative areas selected were not representa-
tive of either country; in fact, it would appear that practices in the
social service networks of the various administrative areas varied
considerably. A further problem acknowledged by the author is the
fact that case reports were analyzed on only thirty cases in Scotland
and thirty-five cases in England. While three decision-makers rated
each case, the number of cases rated in England appears to be no
greater than the number of cases heard on any given day. Further-
more, while selection criteria are provided, it is unclear what
method was used to select cases; no statement appears that the cases
were selected randomly. The detailed analyses Asquith provides of
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these data, therefore, appear unjustified, and the conclusions drawn
are supported more by the logic of his arguments than by the evi-
dence presented.
The weakness of the empirical study presented in this book is
unfortunate. Asquith clearly has a great deal to say about juvenile
justice in general, and he is certainly capable of providing a broad
analysis ofjuvenile justice policy. Moreover, what he has attempted
to do in his study can be of great value to policy makers and analysts
in pointing out elements of policy implementation that are rarely
addressed, namely, those related to the structure of decision-making
environments. The overall coherence of this book, however, suffers
greatly from the writer attempting to say too much with too little
evidence.
PHILIP W. HARRIS, PH.D.
DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
WESTERN SYSTEMS OF JUVENILE JUSTICE. Edited by Malcolm W. Klein.
Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1984. Pp. 240. $25.00.
Despite the availability of literature on juvenile justice in indi-
vidual countries, there is, as Malcom Klein notes in his introduction
to Western Systems of Juvenile Justice, still a dearth of cross-national
studies which have an intentionally comparative structure. Practi-
tioners and professors alike can testify to Klein's assertion that the
time has come to move to a second stage of comparative review,
paving the way for empirical analyses and integrative theoretical de-
velopment. His anthology is admirably designed to illumine both
similarities and differences in the juvenile justice systems of the
United States, Canada, England and Wales, Israel, Holland, the
Federal Republic of Germany, Denmark and Sweden.
A critical decision to be made by an anthologist concerns the
number of countries to be examined; there must be a significant
representation of nations, yet not so many that it reduces the au-
thors to discussions so terse as to be cryptic. In limiting the study to
eight countries, Klein has chosen wisely. An especially valuable as-
pect of the volume is the provision of information on systems in
countries for which it is difficult to find sources. As the bibliogra-
phies appended to these chapters indicate, basic information must
be sought in non-English literature.
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Another question an anthologist must answer is whether it is
better to seek articles by persons writing about their own countries
(who could be expected to be experts) or to solicit articles by for-
eigners who might have the advantage of greater objectivity. Klein
has collated analyses by writers who examine their own national sys-
tems and provide detailed descriptions of a variety of approaches to
handling the problem of juvenile delinquency. Both academic and
practical experience is manifest in the roster of contributors to West-
em Systems ofJuvenile Justice. Most of the authors are professors in the
countries about which they write, representing disciplines ranging
from sociology, criminology and law to public administration; many
of them have studied in the United States. Several of the authors
are in research institutes, ministries ofjustice, or juvenile agencies.
The tone of the writing is non-normative; clearly the authors are
attempting to present an objective view, frequently pointing out the
weaknesses as well as the strengths of their systems.
Consonant with Klein's goal of facilitating comparative study,
there is evident in the chapters an effort to provide information on a
common core of topics. One of the foci, too often omitted in discus-
sion of ways in which nations respond to juvenile delinquency, is an
examination of the interrelationship of justice agencies with other
governmental units. Several of the authors indicate a distinct sepa-
ration of procedure for non-delinquent "chidren in need of supervi-
sion" and those suspected of delinquent offenses. Because of
fundamental differences in the national systems, not all aspects of
juvenile systems would be appropriate for consideration in each of
the countries; the diagrams in each chapter present graphic proof of
the diversity.
Unfortunately, the authors do not all use the same outline or
sequence of topics, making it difficult for the reader to trace themes
cross-culturally. For example, the answer to the threshhold ques-
tion of whether the country has a separate substantive as well as
procedural code (vital for identification of status offenses) is not eas-
ily found. The implications for the juvenile justice system of the
type of law (common law or civil law) similarly is not easily discerni-
ble in the chapters. One way of giving access to such topical com-
parison would have been inclusion of a subject index.
A cross-cultural summary analysis of the core concerns identi-
fied in the Introduction by Klein (age, status offenses, discretion,
other systems, diversion, demographic bias, and trends) would have
been a welcome addition to the volume, either at the beginning or
end of the book. Especially enlightening would be explanations of
wide variance in policy or practice among countries. Partially filling
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this vacuum is the excellent contribution ofJames C. Hackler, "Im-
plications of Variability in Juvenile Justice," in which different mod-
els of juvenile justice are examined in regard to specific countries
(p. 213-33).
Often there is no thesis presented in an anthology, but in West-
ern Systems ofJuvenile Justice one may be visible in a footnote of Klein's
wherein he laments the miniscule attention given to juvenile justice
in literature comparing criminal justice systems (p. 15 n.2). Western
Systems ofJuvenile Justice is a welcome book, inasmuch as it goes a long
way toward presentation of information from a variety of cultures.
In a university course of comparative criminal justice systems, it
could be assigned as a text in conjunction with ones which are ori-
ented toward families of law, such as that of David and Brierly,' or
in conjunction with ones which focus on specific countries, such as
that of Terrill 2 or Cole.3 All too often the hopes of professors who
teach comparative courses are raised by prepublication notices of a
new comparative work, only to be dashed when it is found that once
again the publication is merely descriptive. Western Systems ofJuvenile
Justice, however, fulfills the promise of its title.
NANCY TRAVIS WOLFE
COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
WOMEN'S IMPRISONMENT: A STUDY IN SOCIAL CONTROL. By Pat
Carlen. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1983. Pp. vii, 248.
$9.95.
Women's Imprisonment is, as the subtitle suggests, a study in social
control. Through case study analyses of twenty women inmates at
Scotland's Cornton Vale prison, Pat Carlen describes what she
terms "the moment of prison." Her questions are concerned with
who the female prisoners are, why they have been sentenced to
prison, and what their experiences imply about the criminal justice
system in Great Britain.
In addition to the twenty inmates, Carlen interviewed prison
staff, police, sheriffs, court officers, social workers and others. Is-
I R. DAVID & J. BRIERLY, MAJOR LEGAL SYSTEMS IN THE WORLD TODAY: AN INTRO-
DUCTION TO THE COMPARATIVE STUDY OF LAW (1978).
2 R. TERRILL, WORLD CRIMINALJUSTICE SYSTEMS: A SURVEY (1984).
3 MAJOR CRIMINALJUSTICE SYSTEMS (G. Cole ed. 1981).
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sues of women's criminality are vividly apparent in the resulting tap-
estry: infantilism, domesticity, and frustrating invisibility. The
author concludes that women's imprisonment is denied, dictated by
the contradictory religious and social mores of the Scottish working
class, and aggravated by conflicting bureaucratic strategies which
dump "women that nobody wants" into an "extremely secure, tech-
nologically complex establishment" regardless of the criminal dan-
ger they pose:
"The female petty offenders who, at the moment of prison, become
Cornton Vale's short-term prisoners are those women who have al-
ready been in trouble so often that they are seen as being without fam-
ily, sociability, femininity and adulthood. Consequently, too, they are
also seen as being beyond the help of the legal and caring profession.
In court they are usually without legal representation; upon their re-
lease from prison they are seen by the welfare authorities as being be-
yond cure (see Chapters 7 and 8)" (p. 119).
The author does a good job of interweaving essentials of Scot-
tish culture with the reality of women's imprisonment. Yes, some
women are imprisoned, but in the words of one sheriff, Cornton
Vale is "not a real prison," the women are not "real prisoners" ac-
cording to the Governor of the institution, and the women them-
selves are not "real women" in the eyes of the prison officers (p. 17-
18). The contradictions are baffling and angering. Surely nothing
needs to be changed if a problem doesn't exist! Carol Smart's 1977
critique of women's criminality studies is saturated with such iro-
nies.' On the one hand there is not much interest in female crimi-
nality and, on the other hand, stubborn attitudes toward the
stereotyped female offender tend to prohibit new ideas from
emerging.
Carlen's book is a step in the right direction. The women in her
study were prisoners over the age of twenty-one who were serving
short sentences or who had previously served a short sentence or
been in trouble with the courts or police. Women serving long-term
sentences with no previous criminal experience were thus excluded.
For the twenty inmates, "imprisonment was usually decided by
factors other than their initial lawbreaking" (p. 59). These factors
include the domestic situation, the ability or inability to pay a fine,
and the disgraceful lack of sentencing alternatives available, espe-
cially since Scotland's Social Work Act of 1968. This finding com-
plements Kruttschnitt's 1980 research which indicated that women's
social characteristics are predictors of the type and length of
1 C. SMART, WOMEN, CRIME AND CRIMINOLOGY (1977).
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sentences imposed on them.2
Carlen found that once in prison, the women are subject to an
endless round of petty controls which do nothing to facilitate secur-
ity, but much to frustrate the inmates. The particular controls
chosen seem gender specific because it is unlikely that any male
prison would try to enforce such "school-girlish" discipline. The
women also are not provided training or programs that would possi-
bly break the cycle of crime in their lives. Tasks usually assigned are
limited to sewing, cooking and housekeeping. What Carlen discov-
ered is the negative attitude toward the potential of female offend-
ers discussed by Hall Williams and obvious throughout the
literature on women in prison.3 Carlen reemphasizes the unac-
ceptability of this negative attitude because many women prisoners
(over half of Carlen's sample) are the sole source of income for
themselves and sometimes others.
What all this comes down to is that the control of women as
criminals is merely an extension of the control of women in general.
The topic demands discussion and Carlen's book is an important
contribution. Many of the issues she addresses parallel recommen-
dations made by the Howard League regarding women prisoners. 4
Women's Imprisonment is not devoted solely to the problems en-
countered by women inmates. Much of what is said applies to short-
term, petty offenders in general. Carlen's findings are closely allied
with those ofJohn Corden.5 Corden also observed that such factors
as housing, income, previous court appearances, and alcohol abuse
were determinants of the decision to imprison in Great Britain.
These men, like many of Carlen's women, needed social service in-
tervention and perhaps probation, but, as Carlen found, a bias in
the probation service against recommending probation for such un-
desirables prevents the alternative from being a reality. Carlen's
chapters on alcohol and mental problems clearly present the trap in
which inmates who experience these disorders are caught. The very
2 Kruttschnitt, Social Status and Sentences of Female Offenders, 15 LAW & Soc'y REv. 247
)(1980).
3 J.E. HALL WILLIAMS, THE ENGLISH PENAL SYSTEM IN TRANSITION (1970); see also R.
GIALLOMBARDO, SOCIETY OF WOMEN: A STUDY OF A WOMEN'S PRISON (1966); E. HEFFER-
MAN, MAKING IT IN PRISON (1972); A. SMrrH, WOMEN IN PRISON (1962); D. WARD & G.
KASSEBAUM, WOMEN'S PRISON (1965); Velimesis, The Female Offender, CRIME & DELINQ.
LITERATURE, Mar. 1975, at 94.
4 EXPENDITURE COMMrrrEE, Education, Arts and Home Office Subcommittee: Wo-
men and the Penal System: Minutes of Evidence, No. 61-i, in 16 PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS
(House of Commons and Command) (Session 1 Nov. 1978-4 Apr. 1979).




things they most need are things withheld from them, with prison
offered as the disruptive, pointless alternative.
This book is a welcome addition to the sparse literature on wo-
men's prison experience. The "soft" British approach is still some-
what alien to this reviewer (who crunches data by the thousand), but
proved interesting and enlightening.
Women's Imprisonment is easily readable, flavored by the actual
words of the subjects. The author was careful to organize her re-
sults and to stay, for the most part, close to her thesis. Chapters 7
and 8 seem to stray from the subject of women's imprisonment, but
the point they make is essential to the topic. As an American
criminologist, I craved more hard data. I wanted to know the exact
nature of the women's crimes, the exact lengths of their sentences,
and the exact distribution of these women over some of the catego-
ries the author describes. I felt enriched by the book, however, be-
cause the other extreme of barren statistics is definitely inadequate
to depict the conditions of imprisonment.
NANCY P. THOMPSON
OHIO DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITION AND CORRECTION
SCARMAN AND AFTER. Edited by John Benyon. Oxford: Permagon
Press, 1984. Pp. xiv, 292. £7.50.
Racial minorities in Britain are largely made up of Asians (from
India and the Pakistans) and blacks (from the West Indies and Af-
rica). The bulk of these come from the waves of ex-colonials and
Commonwealth citizens who were encouraged to immigrate in the
late 1940's and 1950's when the economy demanded workers for
menial tasks that the domestic labor force could not be coaxed into
doing. The policy of encouraging large numbers of immigrants into
Britain has had a profound effect on the economy and traditional
society of Britain, to say the least. Minorities for the most part have
not been integrated into the labor force or into society. They are
likely to be poorer and less educated than their indigenous counter-
parts. They are more likely to be unemployed. There is even a seri-
ous (although improbable) movement to return some immigrants to
their respective homelands.
This treatment of minorities has been given as one of the causes
of a series of urban riots in 1981. Although there were riots in sev-
eral cities in Britain that year, those in Brixton, a poor area of south
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London largely populated by minorities, were the most damaging.
In Brixton the rioters were mostly black. Because of the racial over-
tones of the Brixton riots, as opposed to riots in other cities, Lord
Scarman was asked to investigate the causes and give recommenda-
tions for averting similar problems in the future.' The outcome was
the Scarman Report. A year after the riots and six months after the
publication of the Scarman Report, a conference was held at the
University of Leicester, with papers presented by a variety of voices
concerned with the causes of the riots and government recommen-
dations. Scarman and After is the edited version of the conference
papers.
The Scarman Report2 was literally a one-man show. Lord
Scarman had virtually no help, except for a couple of secretaries,
and yet he managed to complete an investigation, analysis, and rec-
ommendation for policy within six months. He interviewed many
people, read a great deal of background material, and thoughtfully
compiled recommendations. His reports has been compared unfa-
vorably with the Kerner Report of 1967, but such a comparison
seems unfair in light of Scarman's limited resources. 3 The Scarman
Report, however, still managed to have been almost all things to
almost all people. There is a touch of the conservative side, a touch
of the liberal side, and blame spread across many governmental
agencies. In other words, no one was completely happy or com-
pletely displeased with the Report.
The Scarman Report concluded that young black men, who felt
they had been unreasonably harrassed by the police as a matter of
policy for quite some time, reacted violently when two white police
officers frisked a black taxicab driver roughly and without obvious
probable cause. The tension between blacks and the police esca-
lated into a rock-throwing confrontation and then into a full-scale
riot, complete with Molotov cocktails, fires, and looting. The causes
of the disturbances were blamed mainly on the police, although con-
sideration was given to racial discrimination, housing problems, un-
employment, and the difficulty of immigrants being included in
political decisions. Policy prescriptions in the Report were based on
lowering the barriers of discrimination, increasing the chances for
economic advancement of minorities, making the police more sensi-
I Leslie Scarman, a retired judge with an imminent record, is a Law Lord, a position
somewhat comparable to an American Supreme Court Justice.
2 The official title of the Scarman Report is The Brixton Disorders, 10-12 April, 1981.
3 THE REPORT OF THE NAT'L ADVISORY COMM'N ON CIVIL DISORDERS (1968) (Gov't
Printing Office) (Otto Kerner presided as chairman of the Commission).
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tive to minorities, and involving minorities more deeply in the polit-
ical decision process.
Scarman and After contains several items that are rather interest-
ing and some that are amusing. All in all, however, it is almost more
than one wants to know about the conference attendees' thoughts
on the Brixton riots and the Scarman Report. The range of people
who attended the conference was quite large: police administrators,
social scientists,journalists, government officials, and black activists.
The amusing part is the diversity of opinion about the nature of the
riots, the causes, and possible action the Government would take to
correct the problem. The responses from each quarter could easily
have been predicted beforehand. In fact, it might have been an in-
teresting game to list the contributors and their biographies, keep
the articles anonymous, and have the reader try to guess who wrote
what. The police rationalized police actions, journalists told how
they behaved fairly (even if some in the news media had behaved
badly), social scientists played Cassandra by saying that this could
easily have been averted had you only listened to us, the black activ-
ists explained the side of the rioters, and the representatives of the
Government told how they were going to initiate reform.
For sheer readability, the best pieces are written by the journal-
ists and the black activists. They spin stories that are straightfor-
ward and engaging. Tougher to plow through are the pieces by
social scientists, of course, because they have been trained in the
skill of substantiating and elaborating. By the time I got to one
whole paper devoted to the need for affirmative action, I felt that the
writer must have been preaching to the converted. I had certainly
heard the arguments many times before, just in this volume. As is
often the case in conferences, the prepared papers had a great deal
of overlap, which can be ponderous at times.
One need not have read the Scarman Report to gain insight
into the problems analyzed in Scarman and After. Those who have
not read the original Scarman will find that the editor has laid help-
ful groundwork. For most American readers, however, I think more
information may be needed. For example, I can envision this book
being used in a course on minorities or on comparative systems.
For the students to grasp what is going on, however, they may need
some background on British minorities, the economic woes of Brit-
ain, and similarities and differences in law enforcement.
If the prospective reader is interested in minority problems in
Britain and in the nature of riots against the police, then this is a
valuable introduction to those subjects. If the reader wants to see a
thorough analysis of why the riots occurred in Britain in 1981, how-
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ever, and to see a blueprint for public policy to prevent such distur-
bances from occurring again, then this is not the volume. In my
opinion, however, because there are so many possible explanations
of why the riots occurred and because the British Government has
so many other presssing problems that they will undoubtedly put a
band-aid on this one for the time being, Scarman and After may be as






CRIMINOLOGY IN THE MAKING: AN ORAL HISTORY. By John H. Laub.
Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1984. Pp. ix, 274
$24.95 (cloth), $10.95 (paper).
John H. Laub, Assistant Professor in the College of Criminal
Justice at Northeastern University, has collected, edited and intro-
duced a series of interviews with nine prominent sociological crimi-
nologists. Active in the discipline betwen 1930-1960, these figures
are: Hans W. Mattick, Leslie T. Wilkins, Solomon Kobrin, Daniel
Glaser, Edwin M. Lemert, Donald R. Cressey, Thorsten Sellin, Al-
bert K. Cohen and Lloyd E. Ohlin. Laub refers to the decades he
covers as "The Golden Age of Criminology" and claims that "dur-
ing this time the intellectual base of American criminology was es-
tablished." "Those interviewed here," he continues, "were
important figures in this development. . ." (p. 11).
Six interrelated strands of criminological theory are identified
by Laub as having originated in this period: social disorganization,
culture conflict, differential association, structural functionalist,
strain-opportunity and labeling. In contrast, according to Laub and
many of his subjects, contemporary criminology is in a crisis of stag-
nation. He believes an explanation for the rise and fall of criminol-
ogy may lie in a connection between individual biography and social
history. Laub writes, "An authentic understanding of criminology
demands attention to the subjective dimension. . . . As in Mann-
heim's Pioneers in Criminology (1960), the stress here is on the per-
sonal history of the criminologist" (p. 4). Laub traces his own point
of view to C. Wright Mills and Mills' classic statement that the "pro-
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fessional ideology" of "social pathologists" stems from their rather
homogeneous origins in protestant, midwestern, agricultural
communities.'
Laub found the personal backgrounds of his interviewees to be
more diverse than were Mills', except that Laub's were all academics
and white males. Laub claims, however, that a homogeneous "ide-
ology" exists in the work of these founders and that it sets restrictive
parameters on the range of subjects and methods in the discipline.
Although flawed by the lack of conceptualization and illustration of
the dominant paradigm, Laub states that a homogeneous "ideol-
ogy" imposes a "cognitive bind" on the field that also impedes in-
terdisciplinary intercourse and disciplinary growth (p. 7). The
heterogeneity of the backgrounds of the fouhders apparently has
not precluded a homogeneity of outlook. In Laub's view, because of
the intellectual control by the older generation, the future of crimi-
nology looks rather bleak.
The idea of a monolithic paradigm is partly contradicted by
Laub's description of dual foci (structural and personal), and by the
example of six theoretical perspectives in criminological theory.
There appears to be diversity here unless Laub can demonstrate an
underlying set of commonly-held assumptions. He suggests that an
interaction between the personal and structural perspectives is pos-
sibly a third new force that brightens prospects for the discipline.
Most contributors, however, represent "traditional criminologists"
who consider the more recent emphasis on structure by "radical
criminologists" to be "ideological." For example, Lloyd Ohlin
states that "[rladical criminology has rediscovered power, class
structure, and relationships. But I don't feel it has yet added much
to our understanding" (p. 26). A theoretical class-war apparently
exists between younger and older criminologists, and the lack of co-
operation by both sides interferes with an exchange of ideas and the
possibility of advances in the field, just as it hinders an integration of
individual and structural theories. Criminology in the Making. An Oral
History does not take up the contributions of the younger generation
and is not, therefore, itself "interactional."
The impetus for Laub's project began in the late 1970s when he
interviewed Hans Mattick, to whom he dedicates the book. Mattick,
regarded as an expert in corrections and a major labeling theorist,
was a son of a well-known, politically active, German expressionist
poet, who died from an overdose of drugs when Hans was five years
old. His mother is described as a beautiful, artist-model. Mattick
I Mills, The Professional Ideology of Social Pathologists, 49 AM. J. Soc. 165-80 (1943).
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clearly had the most tumultuous background of the nine figures and
the most interesting life-story. The fact that he was placed in a se-
ries of orphanages for two years after his father's death possibly may
be linked to his subsequent concern with incarceration and with la-
beling theory. Mattick, however, does not make this link, nor does
Laub inquire. The Mattick interview, in this respect, illustrates
some of the difficulties inherent in Laub's approach.
The interviews are not very self-revealing; most contributors
touch on their personal life briefly and superficially. For instance,
Mattick, who is clearly the most open among them, does not tell us
even basic facts (i.e., whether he married or had children). The re-
spondents emphasize their intellectual life as if there is an occupa-
tional aversion to personal expression. Probing questions along
these lines are generally not put to the subjects even though one of
Laub's main theses is the idea that there is a connection between
individual background and criminological theory.
Do labeling theorists, for instance, choose the reaction of the
social control system because they personally "identify" somehow
with the authorities, or the reverse, because they "identify" with the
deviants? Is Laub suggesting that an intensive and extensive case
study of a criminologist is a feasible research project? Is there a
psychology of the criminologist rooted in personal experience and
social history? From what inner source springs their professional
fascination with crime and crime control? And why are there always
two apparently irreconcilable "sides" to the crime question, in this
case "structuralists" and "individualists"? Are we to conclude that
there really is no illumination of theory through biography?
Criminology in the Making: An Oral History contains a great deal of
original data about the training, mentoring, career patterns, and in-
stitutional affiliations of nine famous criminologists. As James Ben-
nett suggests in a recent review of Laub's book in the Oral History
Review,2 it would have been interesting to have known Laub's story
in order to compare, for instance, the career experiences of the two
generations of criminologists. The present reviewer wondered to
what extent the status differential between Laub and his subjects en-
hanced or interfered with the interview process. Did Laub, for ex-
ample, hold back critical questions for fear of a reaction by these
"authorities"? Did the criminologists express themselves more fully
because they were selected for inclusion in a criminological hagiog-
raphy? Without a fuller exploration of both sides of a given ques-
2 Bennett, Book Review, 12 ORAL HIST. REV. 169-70 (1984) (reviewing J. LAUB,
CRIMINOLOGY IN THE MAKING: AN ORAL HISTORY (1984)).
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tion, including subjective and objective views, structural and
personal perspectives, and theories of younger and older criminolo-
gists, Laub's book may also reflect the crisis of stagnation as the
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EAST SIDE - WEST SIDE: ORGANIZING CRIME IN NEW YORK, 1980-
1950. By Alan Block. New Brunswick: Transaction Books,
1983. Pp. vii, 265. $9.95.
In this text, Block follows a fairly standard Marxian approach
and attacks the basic myth that American social, political and eco-
nomic institutions are corrupted only by external alien forces and
not by internal contradictions in American competitive capitalism.
This is the basic intention behind the attempt by Block to debunk
the idea that "organized crime is a monolithic alien conspiracy" and
that this "alien conspiracy usually called La Cosa Nostra or Mafia
has infiltrated and undermined significant parts of the American
economy and political system" (p.1).
Block begins his explanation of the origin of the myth of organ-
ized crime with a very limited attempt at a Freudian- type analysis of
the role of the "mobster" figure in American life. He also suggests
initially (and to a large extent implicitly) that the existing conspira-
torial myth of organized crime is part of a general conservative ide-
ology which supports the status quo of competitive capitalism.
These themes, while interjected sporadically throughout the text,
however, are not developed to any significant degree in the subse-
quent historical analysis.
Block prefers to attack the existing conspiratorial theory of or-
ganized crime primarily by arguing that there is little, if any, truth to
the assertion that subsequent to a 1930-31 purge, professional
criminals in America consolidated, rationalized and divided the ter-
ritory and spoils of organized crime.
At the most general level, Block argues that this myth originates
in the "devotion to 'history as conspiracy"' as well as in "the insen-
sitivity to historical methods found all too often in work on organ-
ized crime" (p. 1, 9). In line with this general approach, Block's
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primary argument is that an historical analysis which follows the
method of "'grounding detail upon evidence and generalization
upon detail"' .(p. 11.) will show that the purge never occurred. This
is a most fundamental point which Block relies upon to demonstrate
the erroneous nature of existing theories of organized crime. For, if
the existence of the purge is a myth, then, obviously, it cannot be a
key support for the view that organized crime consolidated after the
1930's.
Woven into this criticism of the ahistoricism of research on or-
ganized crime is a less clearly articulated critique of the ability of
organized crime to develop a rationalized bureaucratic structure.
Block's logic here is fairly simple. He contends that an analysis of
the social world of organized crime will show this world to be much
too cutthroat, chaotic and dominated by the personalized quest for
power to ever develop a well-regulated bureaucratic control struc-
ture. This is the primary basis of Block's rejection of the Kefauver
report, which argued that organized crime in America had formed a
nationwide cartel.1
In keeping with his general critique of ahistoricism in research
on organized crime, Block attempts to refute the bureaucratization
thesis by gathering data from primary sources on the number and
general parameters of gangland murders during the 1930's and
1940's. Unfortunately for Block, this turns out to be a major down-
fall. For in Table 1, Chapter 8, Block's own data on the number of
gangland murders in the period 1930-1949 shows that out of a total
of 235 murders in New York, 83, or 35% took place in the two year
period 1930-31 (p. 205). Moreover, Table 8 in Chapter 8 presents
Block's data on the number of murders in Brooklyn and Manhattan,
"the killing centers of New York," according to Block. From this
table it is evident that an even higher 40% (i.e. 59 out of 149) of
these gangland murders took place in the two year period from
1930-31 (p. 216).
Block chooses to sidestep this disconcerting data by focusing
the discussion following these tables not on the distribution of
murders over time, but on tangential issues such as age and ethnic-
ity of the victims. This murder data seriously conflicts with Block's
thesis that no purge occurred in the early 1930's. He also contra-
dicts, to a lesser extent, his argument that organized crime did not
develop more rational, less violent, methods over time. Block offers
only one or two glancing remarks about the extremely high fre-
1 Kefauver Committee, Official Corruption and Organized Crime, in THE CRIME SOCIETY
292-93 (F. lanni & E. Reuss-lanni eds. 1976).
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quency of murders in 1930-31 and then generally disregards the is-
sue. One must take note that in Chapter -1, Block shifts the
discussion of the existence of a purge in the years. 1930-31 to the
occurrence or nonoccurrence of a "purge day" centered on the
murder of Maranzano. In essence, in Chapter 1, Block has only pro-
duced evidence that a "purge day" did not occur. Yet throughout
the text this limited data is taken as conclusive proof that other writ-
ers are wrong in their argument that a purge took place generally in
1930-31. In light of the data presented by Block himself on gan-
gland murders in 1930-1949 (ch.8), this just will not do. Block
must, as a minimum, address these problems of proof.
Unfortunately, this is not the only place where Block is guilty of
the very sins which he attributes to earlier research. For, in addition
to ignoring crucial elements of his own data, Block also repeatedly
conjures up his own demonical, conspiratorial and morally infused
imagery as he presents the core historical material on the social
world of organized crime. One of the most obvious, but simple, tell-
ing points of this tendency by Block to fall back on older preconcep-
tions of organized crime is the sheer quantity of pictures of
"typical" professional criminals such as Louis "Tiny" Benson
(p.85).
The problem with East Side-West Side may be summed up in
two words: overly ambitious. In all probability, the study started out
as a limited descriptive historical analysis and received an infusion
of "theory" in order to attempt to expand the relevance of the text.
Unfortunately, the more ambitious theoretical assertions of the text
are not substantiated, thereby detracting from what is generally an
informative discussion of the social relations between politicians,
criminals, and businessmen in New York in the 1930's and 40's.
Taken at this more limited level, East Side-West Side is fairly interest-
ing and generally worth reading.
LESLIE SAMUELSON
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA
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